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Topic B: Militarization and Weaponization of Outer Space

Aware of the impact that weapons in outer space have on the celestial environment,

Bearing in mind the impact that developing space militarization has on the development of a
nation,

Keeping in mind the quality of the DPRKs space program,

Desiring the construction of a new and specific treaty for regulating these weapons and their
usage,

1. Defines a space-based weapon as any device existing within Earth’s orbit that is intended
to serve the purpose of causing physical damage to another structure,

a. This includes weapons that can attack space systems in orbit, attack targets on the
earth from space or disable missiles traveling through space,

i. This excludes cyberwarfare, as a long as said warfare does not cause
extreme casualties;

2. Requests the creation of a new treaty regarding the militarization of outer space in
cooperation with the jurisdiction of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
(COPUOS),

a. The Treaty for the Regulation and Containment of Space Militarization
(TRCSM),

i. This treaty should provide benefits for both countries with and without
space programs,

ii. This treaty should legalize the development of ASATs and kinetic space
weapons, but prohibit the use and testing of such weapons,

iii. These weapons promote aeroscience development but cause severe
damage to outer space when actually utilized,

iv. Encourages that states who have already tested these weapons to be held
accountable for the damage they have caused by signing this treaty,



b. This treaty should support the development and utilization of electronic and cyber
weapons and defense,

i. These weapons are useful l to countries to aid with self defense and we
should not deprive nations of the right to have these,

c. Should provide security to nations who have signed this treaty from these
weapons,

i. This safety does not extend to countries under attack from countries acting
in self defense

d. Includes benefits to those in agreement with TRCSM,
i. Protection from cyber-warfare from countries outside the treaty,

ii. Allowed use of cyber-warfare from those under the treaty,
iii. Requests funding provided by DISEC, COPOUS, and money contributed

from benefactor countries to be put towards further scientific and
developmental research in terms of both exploration and weaponry
(prohibited to launch)

e. Maintaining accordance with the 1967 Outer Space Treaty, so as to align with
International law

i. Reviewing the Outer Space Treaty during conference,
1. Countries under the TRSCM updating uses of cyber warfare;

3. Encourages the creation of an annual conference regarding the nations who sign this
treaty,

a. Countries should discuss the current progress of their space programs and
weapons the nations decided to develop,

i. This information should be contained among the space programs,
ii. None of it should it be disclosed to the public or any nations outside of the

treaty,
iii. Requirement of updates and acknowledgement concerning developed

warfare, though weapons still remain prohibited to launch,
iv. Permission under the Treaty and in cooperation with COPOUS and

DISEC to develop and extend research into weaponry;

4. Trusts nations space programs to be focused on peace, equal opportunity regarding space
exploration in accordance with DISEC and COPOUS cooperation and funding,

a. Including development of defensive satellites and weaponry, under the treaty,
i. Said development, in order to hold nations accountable for their

development, should be communicated to COPUOS and DISEC,
1. The development of these systems should be for the sole purpose

of national defense of satellites rather than excessive offense



a. Other development welcomes open research apparatus and
satellites;


